It is shown that nonmodal classical linear first-order predicate logic based on multiplicative conjunction, additive disjunction, negation, the propositional constants and the existential quantifier is included in intuitionistic linear first-order predicate logic. An analogous result is obtained for BCK logic.
Introduction
It is well-known that the classical propositional calculus formulated with conjunction and negation as primitive connectives is a fragment of the intuitionistic propositional calculus; namely, the conjunction-negation fragments of these two calculuses coincide. A similar result holds neither for the conjunction-negation-universal quantifier fragment (l(tlxllA A 1VxA) is valid classically, but not intuitionistitally), nor for the conjunction-negation-existential quantifier fragment (3xl (A  A  3xlA) is valid classically, but not intuitionistically), nor for any other fragment in the standard voculary sufficient to formulate the whole of classical first-order predicate logic. In this note we shall show that in linear logic the situation is different. There is in the standard vocabulary a fragment of nonmodal classical linear first-order predicate logic, sufficient to formulate the whole of this logic, that coincides with the corresponding fragment of intuitionistic linear first-order predicate logic.
However, as we shall see, this result cannot be extended to modal linear logic. The proof of this result depends essentially on the lack of Contraction in linear logic, but does not depend on the lack of Thinning. So, we can prove a completely analogous result for linear logic extended with Thinning, i.e. BCK logic.
Classical linear logic that is included in intuitionistic linear logic makes a Hilberttype system. In other words, we are speaking about formulae of a first-order language and not about sequents. This must be stressed because we shall present classical and intuitionistic linear logic as sequent systems and prove our result via cut elimination.
Recently, it has been proved in [4] We assume L has infinitely many individual variables (we do not have different symbols for free and bound variables). We use the following schematic letters: 
Intuitionistic linear logic
A sequent of L is an expression of the form Xk Y. We say that a sequent system is in L iff it is formulated with sequents of L. The system LL, of intuitionistic linear
Iogic is the sequent system in L given with the following postulates, i.e. axiomatic sequent-schemata and rules:
Structural postulates: Some further possibilities of definition in the vocabulary of LL, follow from the fact that in this system we can prove fi+lt and T-+lF (actually, we can prove T ik F:, A for an arbitrary A and not only for f, which corresponds to T -+ -IF).
It is then easy to show that X + A is provable in propositional LL, iff it is provable in LL', and that X t is provable in propositional LL, iff X +f is provable in LLT.
In LL" we cannot prove a sequent with an empty sequence on the right of ä , and f stands for such a sequence.
A consequence of cut elimination is that LL, is closed under the rule:
Without (Cut), we can prove +llA only from TAI-, and we can prove -IAF only from EA (in [l, Section 1.31, it is remarked that intuitionistic linear propositional logic is closed under (11 elim)). In order to show closure of LLi under (11 elim) it is essential that we lack Contraction on both sides; the lack of Thinning is not essential (cf. Section 7).
Classical linear logic
Let now L' be the first-order language that differs from L by not having +, A and V primitive. Instead, these constants are defined by We may also define the connective + (which corresponds to the inverted ampersand of PI) by
The system LL, of classical linear logic, which corresponds to the system in [2], is the sequent system in L'given with the structural postulates (id), (Cut), (Permutation L) and
(f L), (f R), (T R), (FL), (3L) and (3R) (we have said that the postulates (lR), (f R), (T R) and (F L) are (lRi"t), (f Ri,t), (T Ri,,) and (F Lint) without the provisos). It is known that by standard Gentzen techniques we can prove cut elimination for LL,, but we do not need this fact for the next section.
The inclusion of classical linear logic in intuitionistic linear logic
Let 1X be the sequence obtained from the sequence X by prefixing 1 to every formula in X. We can then prove the following lemma. Let us consider the first case as an example. Suppose we have in LL,:
Lemma.
Then in LL, we have: (lR,,,,) ;,-,W~-,
x',~Y',X",lY"tl~A~llB which together with (11.) and TFI(A. B), l(A. B) t and the rules (Cut) and (Permutation L) yields:
To prove (1-1. ) in LL,, we have: from which we obtain (11.) with (TR~,,~) and (. L). For the other direction of the Lemma, we use the fact that LLi is included in LL, and that 11At
A is provable in LL,. 0
As a corollary, we obtain the following theorem. 
BCK logic
The system BCKi of intuitionistic BCK logic is the sequent system in L obtained by extending the postulates of LL, with the following structural rule:
(Thinning L) AxXFww >
